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ABSTRACT

Background. This study seeks to identify the genetic and environmental risk factors for the
overvalued ideas that are characteristic of bulimia nervosa, using a biometrical model fitting
approach with twin data.

Methods. The Eating Disorder Examination (EDE), which can be used to gain continuous
measures of dietary restraint, eating concern, weight concern and shape concern, was administered
to 325 female twins, both monozygotic (MZ) and dizygotic (DZ). For each subscale, questions were
asked concerning the month prior to interview and lifetime prevalence (‘ever ’).

Results. Model fitting indicated that there is a powerful role of the environment in shaping women’s
attitude towards weight, shape, eating and food, ranging from 38% to 100% of the variance. For
all subscales, with the exception of weight concern, the best explanation for individual variation was
one that incorporated additive genetic and non-shared environmental influences. In contrast, model
fitting indicated that non-shared and shared environmental influences best explained the variance
of weight concern.

Conclusions. With the exception of the Shape Concern subscale, environmental factors make a
greater contribution than genetic factors to the development of the overvalued ideas that are seen
to be one of the triggers for the development of bulimia nervosa. Given this substantial role of the
environment influences, it seems likely that environmental manipulation can be effective in the
prevention of bulimia nervosa.

INTRODUCTION

Bulimianervosaisestimatedtoaffectabout2%of
women at some stage during their lifetime
(Fairburn & Beglin, 1990). It is a disorder that is
currently considered to consist of three major
components, namely binge eating, innapropriate
weight control behaviours (e.g. self-induced
vomiting, laxative abuse, excessive exercise,
starvation) and overvalued ideas regarding the
importance of weight and shape in the definition
of self-evaluation (American Psychiatric As-
sociation (APA), 1994). Within a cognitive
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model of bulimia nervosa, the overvalued ideas
are argued to be the central cognitive substrate
of bulimia nervosa (Cooper & Fairburn, 1993).
These overvalued ideas of the importance of
weight and shape can be distinguished from
dissatisfaction with body shape, which is a labile
feature that fluctuates in response to changes in
shape, weight, control over eating and mood,
and which can occur in other patient and non-
patient groups (Cooper et al. 1987). In contrast,
the overvalued beliefs are seen to be stable over
time and are present only in eating disordered
populations.

Disentanglement of the aetiology and
influences on the development of bulimia
nervosa, and indeed any psychiatric disorder,
has proved to be a difficult and inconclusive
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task. Increasingly, researchers are turning to
twin research to gain a greater understanding
about the causes of variability in psychiatric
morbidity (Kendler, 1993). There is no evidence,
to date, to suggest that twins differ from
singletons with respect to their risk for psy-
chiatric disorders (Chitkara et al. 1988; Kendler
et al. 1995a) and thus twin populations can
provide a useful source of information about
aetiological models. Although one study has
found the concordance for bulimia nervosa to
be the same across monozygotic (MZ) and
dizygotic (DZ) twins (Treasure & Holland,
1991), the majority of twin studies of bulimia
nervosa find evidence that MZ twins are more
than twice as likely to be concordant for a
diagnosis of bulimia nervosa than DZ twins
(Fichter & Noegel, 1990; Hsu et al. 1990;
Kendler et al. 1991). On the whole, this would
suggest some genetic involvement in the de-
velopment of bulimia nervosa. In terms of
specific estimations, Kendler et al. (1991) found
that about 50% of the variance in liability to
bulimia nervosa was due to additive gene action
and 50% due to individual-specific environment.
However, the low prevalence rate of bulimia
nervosa meant that this model’s superiority over
one replacing genetic factors with common-
environmental factors was modest, and the
authors concluded that it was not possible to
rule out definitively the influence of shared
environmental factors common to both twins.

In addition to the twin studies of women who
have a diagnosis of bulimia nervosa, two twin
studies exist that have used continuous measures
of disordered eating and the attitudes and
personality factors thought to predispose women
to developing bulimia nervosa or anorexia
nervosa. In the first of these, Holland et al.
(1988) examined scores on the Eating Disorder
Inventory (EDI, Garner et al. 1983), a commonly
used indicator of disturbed attitudes and per-
sonality traits thought to be associated with
eating disorders, in a twin population in which
at least one twin was affected by anorexia
nervosa. Findings suggested heritability esti-
mates of almost 100% for the drive for thinness
and body dissatisfaction subscales of the EDI.
However, this study used a clinical population,
which makes generalization of the results to a
normal population difficult.

The second study, that of Rutherford et al.
(1993) has addressed this weakness by examining
the eating attitudes of a series of 246 normal
twins pairs, using both the EDI and the Eating
Attitudes Test (EAT, Garner & Garfinkel, 1979).
This research found that a model suggesting
additive genetic and unique environmental
influences was likely to be the best-fitting, and
that shared environment could be constrained to
zero. From their preferred model, the derived
heritability of the total EAT score was 41% and
ranged from 25% to 52% for the EDI subscales,
with the body dissatisfaction and drive for
thinness subscales showing the highest
heritabilities. Notably, the heritably estimates
for the bulimia nervosa of the EDI and EAT
were among the lowest, at 28% and 26%
respectively, but the variance of shared-environ-
ment was able to be constrained to zero. This
study suggests that environmental influences
have a large role to play in the development of
disordered eating in the general population.
Neither of these studies, however, examined the
overvalued ideas central to the cognitive for-
mulation of bulimia nervosa (Cooper &
Fairburn, 1993).

One twin study exists that dissents from these
general findings. Kendler et al. (1995b) investi-
gated the genetic and environmental risk factors
for bulimia nervosa in conjunction with five
other psychiatric disorders, namely specific
phobias, generalized anxiety disorder, panic
disorder, major depression and alcoholism,
thereby generating more power for detecting
effects. Their analyses revealed a substantial role
for shared-environmental factors in bulimia
nervosa, which contributed 41% of the variance.
Genetic factors and individual-specific factors
accounted for around 30% and 29% respect-
ively. These results were in striking contrast to
the other psychiatric disorders, where virtually
no common-environmental factors were found
to play a role.

In summary, there is agreement that the
influence of environmental factors on bulimia
nervosa is substantial. However, there is some
confusion about the extent and type of these
environmental risk factors. Those analyses
utilizing greater methodological sophistication
and larger subject numbers would indicate that
50–70% of the variance is made up of en-
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vironmental influence and there is some sugges-
tion that both shared and non-shared environ-
ment are substantial contributors to the de-
velopment of bulimia nervosa. In addition, there
is a general weakness in the assessments of
bulimia nervosa in previous twin studies of
disordered eating. In some of these studies,
measures of disordered eating have been reliant
on questions embedded within psychiatric in-
terview schedules, which use a binary definition
of an eating disorder (i.e. has an eating disorder
or not). Such interview schedules have been
shown to provide an indication of disordered
eating in general rather than an indication of
bulimia nervosa in particular (Wade et al.
1997a). The remainder of the studies have used
continuous measures that arguably do not
measure the core, stable psychopathology of
bulimia nervosa, but focus instead on body
dissatisfaction.

To date, there has been no specific exam-
ination of the genetic influences on the over-
valued ideas associated with bulimia nervosa,
which are hypothesized to be the core cognitive
substrate of bulimia nervosa and central to the
development of bulimia nervosa (Fairburn &
Cooper, 1989; Cooper & Fairburn, 1993). The
major aim of the present study is to examine the
genetic and environmental risk factors for the
attitudes associated with bulimia nervosa, as
measured on a continuous scale. The method of
analysis in this paper will use the more in-
formative and powerful statistical approaches of
Neale & Cardon (1992).

METHOD

Measure

The Eating Disorder Examination (EDE,
Fairburn & Cooper, 1993) was in part formu-
lated precisely to measure weight and shape
concerns and the extent to which people equate
body shape and weight with self-worth. Hence,
this represents an assessment tool that measures
the core psychopathology of bulimia nervosa
(Wilson, 1993). The EDE is a semi-structured,
investigator-based interview. Each item of the
EDE is measured on a seven-point scale of
severity. The final total score is the average of all
items, and ranges from 0 to 6, with 0 indicating
no problems and 6 indicating frequent and

severe problems. Items are rated for the pre-
ceding month. In addition, the EDE assesses for
the presence of a DSM-IV (APA, 1994)
diagnoses of bulimia nervosa and anorexia
nervosa in the preceding 3 months.

The continuous EDE measure is comprised of
four subscales. The first of these is the Restraint
Subscale, which examines restraint over eating,
avoidance of eating, particular food avoidance,
dietary rules and desire to have an empty
stomach. The second subscale is called Eating
Concern, which looks at preoccupation with
food, eating or calories, fear of losing control
over eating, ability to eat in public, eating in
secret and guilt about eating. The third subscale
is the Shape Concern subscale, examining issues
related to dissatisfaction and preoccupation with
body shape, fear of weight gain, the importance
of body shape to the person, feelings of fatness
and discomfort with the body. The final subscale
is called Weight Concern, which examines issues
relating to dissatisfaction and preoccupation
with weight, reaction to prescribed weighing,
and desire to lose weight.

The subscales of the EDE have shown
sensitivity in distinguishing between different
subgroups of women, including: women with
eating disorders and controls (Cooper et al.
1989) ; restraining non-patient controls and
women with bulimia nervosa (Wilson & Smith,
1989; Rosen et al. 1990) ; women experiencing
high levels of body dissatisfaction with no
accompanying eating disorder symptomatology
and women with bulimia nervosa (Rosen et al.
1995) ; obese binge eaters and normal weight
women with bulimia nervosa (Marcus, et al.
1992).

The EDE was administered as a telephone
interview. In addition to assessing the presence
of eating psychopathology in the previous
month, we also asked if the person had ever
experienced the behaviour or attitude. We did
this for both the items making up the continuous
scale and the diagnostic questions. With regard
to each item, one of three ratings was possible :
(1) never a problem; (2) a moderate problem; or
(3) a severe problem. A moderate problem
signified that the person had experienced the
attitude or behaviour but that it had not caused
much intrusion in their life. A severe problem
indicated the presence of the attitude and
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Table 1. Patterns of intra-pair correlations
and the sources of variance implicated

Pattern of
correlations Sources of variance implicated

r
MZ

¯ r
DZ

¯ 0 Non-shared environment
r
MZ

¯ r
DZ

" 0 Non-shared environmentshared environment
r
MZ

¯ 2r
DZ

Additive geneticnon-shared environment
r
MZ

! 2r
DZ

Additive geneticnon-shared
environmentshared environment

r
MZ

" 2r
DZ

Additive geneticnon-shared
environmentdominance

behaviour as an intrusive problem. These scores
were calculated for each of the four subscales as
well as a total score. In all, this gave eight
continuous measures to analyse: four subscale
scores in the past month and four ‘ever ’ subscale
scores.

Selection of participants

A sample of 325 women was chosen for the EDE
interview, which was carried out by telephone
over 1994 and 1995. To be eligible for selection
for interview, the women had to meet three
broad criteria. First, at least one of the twin pair
had to have participated in an earlier Wave 1
assessment (self-report questionnaire from
1988–9) or Wave 2 assessment (semi-structured
psychiatric interview from 1992–3). Further
details of these assessments and their outcomes
is available (Wade et al. 1996). Secondly, only
women from female–female pairs (both MZ and
DZ) were approached. Thirdly, in order to
maximize the chance that any eating disorder
was both likely to have already occurred and
that it was also more likely to be accurately
recalled, only women who were aged between 30
and 45 years at Wave 1 data collection were
interviewed. The selection of this age range was
guided by the consideration that the mean age of
onset of bulimia nervosa is around 20 years
(Keck et al. 1990; Kendler et al. 1991), with a
linear increase in the number of women ex-
periencing their first symptom between the ages
of 14 and 25 (Bushnell et al. 1990) and few new
cases of bulimia nervosa occurring after age 25
(Woodside & Garfinkel, 1992).

Two samples of twins were chosen for the
EDE telephone interview. First, a random
sample of twin pairs was chosen (N¯ 225). The
second sample contained all twin pairs where

one or both met criteria for a possible lifetime
diagnosis of bulimia nervosa at Wave 1 or Wave
2 i.e. an ascertained sample (N¯ 100). Those
who had already been selected for the random
sample (N¯ 7 pairs) were deleted from this
second sample. Given that bulimia nervosa is a
low prevalence disorder, the ascertained group
was selected in order to increase the number of
women likely to have had a lifetime diagnosis
of bulimia nervosa. The random sample was
chosen in order to increase the power of the
analyses and to ensure that the sample repre-
sented the full continuum of eating concerns
that exist in the female population.

Of the 206 twin pairs approached for in-
terview, 151 complete twin pairs were inter-
viewed (106 MZ and 45 DZ pairs) and 23
incomplete pairs were interviewed where only
one twin was interviewed as the other twin
refused interview or could not be traced (13 MZ
and 10 DZ twins). Therefore, of the twin pairs
that were approached for interview, at least one
twin was interviewed in 84±5% of the twin pairs
approached. There was no difference between
women who agreed or refused to participate in
the interview, in terms of their eating problems
or weight ranges (Wade et al. 1997b).

Biometrical model fitting

Structural equation models are applied to twin
data in order to decompose the overall pheno-
typic (or observed) variance of a behaviour or
trait into three types of general influence (Roy et
al. 1995) : (1) additive genetic factors that reflect
the additive effect of alleles at the genetic loci
influencing the trait (A); (2) non-shared en-
vironmental factors, which represent aspects of
the environment that only one of each twin pair
experiences (E) ; and (3) shared environmental
factors common to both twins of a pair (C). In
addition, dominant genetic effects can also
contribute to the variance (D) (Martin et al.
1978). The non-shared environment can not be
distinguished from error of measurement in
univariate analyses ; this requires the use of a
multivariate analysis.

Since MZ, or identical, twin pairs share all
their genes and DZ, or non-identical, twins on
average share only half their genes, different
patterns of intra-pair correlations between
zygosities can be used to indicate the presence of
different influences (Martin et al. 1988), as
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1·0 (MZ or DZ)

1·0 (MZ) or
0·25 (DZ)

1·0 (MZ) or
0·5 (DZ)

A1 C1 E1
D1

P1

a c e d

Twin 1

A2 C2 E2
D2

P2

a c e d

Twin 2

F. 1. Univariate model for data from monozygotic (MZ) or
dizygotic (DZ) twins reared together – Twin 1 (T1) and Twin 2 (T2).
A

"
, C

"
, E

"
, D

"
refers to the sources of postulated variance for T1 and

A
#
, C

#
, E

#
, D

#
refers to the sources of postulated variance for T2,

where A refers to the additive genetic influences, C refers to the
shared environmental influences, E refers to the unique environmental
influences and D refers to dominant genetic influences. These latent
variables influence the phenotypes P

"
and P

#
by amounts a, c, e and

d (path coefficients). Single headed arrows from the latent variables
to the phenotype (P

"
and P

#
) represent the causal impact of genes and

environment on behaviour. Partial regression coefficients (a, c, e, d)
reflect the degree of relationship between the two variables – fixed in
the model to be equivalent in T1 and T2 and MZ and DZ twins. Since
the path coefficients (a, c, e, d) are standardized, they can be
interpreted as correlation coefficients and the variance of the
phenotype can be estimated by squaring these coefficients, which are
then called standardized variance components.

summarized in Table 1. Biometrical model fitting
using structural equation modelling (SEM) uses
these correlations to estimate parameters of the
genetic and environmental variance underlying
a disorder. It also provides formal statistical
tests which assess the significance and adequacy
of models that test different combinations of
postulated liabilities (Silberg et al. 1994).

In the case of the univariate model (presented
in Fig. 1), the variable of interest must be
measurable and can be either a continuous or an
ordinal measure. Along the top of the Fig. 1 are
the latent variables, the sources of postulated
variance outlined above i.e. A, C, D and E.
These latent variables are present for both Twin
1 (T1) and Twin 2 (T2) and are labelled A

"
, C

"
,

D
"
, E

"
and A

#
, C

#
, D

#
, E

#
respectively. These

latent variables are assumed to have a variance
of 1 (i.e. they are standardized in the model) and
the double headed arrows represent the cor-
relation between them. These correlations are
presented as fixed parameters. The correlations
for the additive genetic effects and the dominant
genetic effects are 1±0 for MZ twins (all genes in

common) and 0±5 and 0±25 respectively for DZ
twins (on average, sharing half their genes). An
assumption of the twin model is that MZ or DZ
twins experience common environment to the
same degree and therefore r

c
¯ 1 for both MZ

and DZ twins. The correlation between the
common environmental factors is fixed to unity
for both twin groups given that both twins
experience this environment equally. Non-
shared environmental effects are, by definition,
uncorrelated between T1 and T2, so there is no
correlation between E

"
and E

#
specified in the

model. In cross-sectional univariate models, E
also reflects measurement error and short-term
fluctuations. The tracing rules of path analysis
are used to yield the expected variances and
covariances among the variables. Univariate
modeling is used in the current study.

Various computer programs exist which can
be used for biometrical model fitting. The most
commonly used combination of programmes in
the analysis of twin data is PRELIS (Joreskog &
Sorbom, 1993) and Mx (Neale, 1997), the latter
a program specifically designed for the analysis
of twin data. PRELIS is used as a tool of
investigation and preparation and Mx is used
for analysis of the data and model testing. The
process of model testing initially fits the ‘ full ’
(ACE) model to the data as a way of evaluating
the statistical properties of the data. The effect
of dropping one of the parameters (i.e. testing an
AE, CE or E model) is then statistically tested by
computing the difference in χ# between the
models (known as the chi-square test). It is now
recognized that on its own this is an inadequate
test of fit, partly because it is so dependent on N
(Marsh & Smith, 1987) and many other
goodness-of-fit statistics have been developed.
In the case of Mx, the Akaike’s Information
Criterion (AIC) is used as a goodness-of-fit
statistic in addition to the χ# statistic. The AIC,
which is the χ# value minus twice the degrees of
freedom, selects the model that best combines
the features of parsimony and goodness of fit.
Generally, the better the individual model, the
smaller the χ# (and the less significant the
corresponding P value) and the smaller (more
negative) the AIC. The ultimate goal of model
fitting is to account for the data with the smallest
number of parameters possible (Silberg et al.
1994). The methodology for analysing the
univariate data in this study requires a correction
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for ascertainment term, as the twin correlations
calculated from the ascertained group will be
biased away from the population values (Martin
& Wilson, 1982; Neale et al. 1989).

RESULTS

Heterogeneity of the data

We expect that twins sampled randomly from
the population will have equal (or at least not
significantly different) means between the MZ
and DZ twins and the first and second twins of
each pair. Any differences would indicate that
sampling problems exist with respect to the
variable under study. To ensure that no potential
biases did exist, the heterogeneity of the means
was investigated for each subscale, for both the
random and ascertained groups. No significant

Table 2. Summary statistics from the ascertainment correction of the correlations from the univariate
analysis of the 4 EDE subscales, including correlations with 95% confidence intervals of the corrected
ascertained groups (AGC ), random groups (RG) and pooled AGCRG (MZ¯monozygotic twins
and DZ¯ dizygotic twins). Tests of heterogeneity of the twin correlations of the random group and
the ascertained group are included

Subscale r (95% CI)
Overall fit

function (df)

Dietary Restraint
MZ AGC 0±08 (®0±36 to 0±47)
DZ AGC 0±16 (®0±38 to 0±55)
MZ RG 0±40 (0±17 to 0±56)
DZ RG 0±05 (®0±36 to 0±42) 516±96 (327)
MZ (AGCRG) 0±33 (0±12 to 0±49)
DZ (AGCRG) 0±09 (®0±26 to 0±39) 518±74 (329)

Heterogeneity test χ#¯ 1±77 (2), P" 0±3

Eating Concern
MZ AGC 0±54 (0±31 to 0±69)
DZ AGC 0±06 (®0±32 to 0±42)
MZ RG 0±41 (0±13 to 0±58)
DZ RG 0±29 (®0±14 to 0±56) 528±59 (327)
MZ (AGCRG) 0±47 (0±31 to 0±59)
DZ (AGCRG) 0±17 (®0±13 to 0±42) 530±01 (329)

Heterogeneity test χ#¯ 1±42 (2), P" 0±3

Weight Concern
MZ AGC 0±56 (0±29 to 0±72)
DZ AGC 0±39 (0±03 to 0±61)
MZ RG 0±56 (0±32 to 0±68)
DZ RG 0±52 (0±22 to 0±69) 523±16 (327)
MZ (AGCRG) 0±56 (0±42 to 0±66)
DZ (AGCRG) 0±46 (0±24 to 0±61) 523±60 (329)

Heterogeneity test χ#¯ 0±44 (2), P" 0±8

Shape Concern
MZ AGC 0±62 (0±35 to 0±76)
DZ AGC 0±40 (®0±01 to 0±63)
MZ RG 0±62 (0±47 to 0±72)
DZ RG 0±29 (®0±03 to 0±52) 515±02 (327)
MZ (AGCRG) 0±62 (0±49 to 0±71)
DZ (AGCRG) 0±33 (0±09 to 0±51) 515±280 (329)

Heterogeneity test χ#¯ 0±26 (2), P" 0±8

differences were found between the means of :
the MZ and DZ twins; or the first and second
twins for any of the subscales. This indicates
that there are no systematic differences between
the means of the MZ and DZ twins or the first
and second twin of each pair and therefore no
sampling bias exists with respect to these
variables.

Additionally, if sampling has been satisfac-
tory, we would also expect that the means and
variances of those twins where both completed
the EDE (participant–concordant pairs), and
those where only one twin participated
(participant–discordant pairs), would be the
same. The means and variances were only tested
for those women from the random group as
there were insufficient numbers of participant–
discordant pairs from the ascertained sample.
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Table 3. Results of fitting genetic (additive:A and dominant:D) and environmental (shared:C
and non-shared:E ) models for variation to the corrected ascertained and random groups jointly

Standardized parameters Comparison of
nested submodels

Model A C E D Fit function (df) to the full model*

Dietary Restraint
ADE 0±0233 — 0±3060 0±6707 518±74 (329)
AE 0±3190 — 0±6810 — 518±91 (330) χ#¯ 0±168, df¯ 1, P" 0±5
CE — 0±2615 0±7385 — 520±24 (330) χ#¯ 1±330, df¯ 1, P" 0±2
E — — 1 — 527±78 (331) χ#¯ 9±039, df¯ 2, P! 0±01

Eating Concern
ADE 0±2203 — 0±2485 0±5312 530±01 (329)
AE 0±4610 — 0±5390 — 530±19 (330) χ#¯ 0±176, df¯ 1, P" 0±5
CE — 0±3723 0±6277 — 533±84 (330) χ#¯ 3±650, df¯ 1, P" 0±05
E — — 1 — 553±73 (331) χ#¯ 23±72, df¯ 2, P! 0±01

Weight Concern
ACE 0±2036 0±3549 0±4415 — 523±60 (329)
AE 0±5794 — 0±4206 — 526±13 (330) χ#¯ 2±530, df¯ 1, P" 0±1
CE — 0±5196 0±4804 — 524±51 (330) χ#¯ 0±911, df¯ 1, P" 0±3
E — — 1 — 572±53 (331) χ#¯ 48±93, df¯ 2, P! 0±01

Shape Concern
ACE 0±5807 0±0394 0±3799 — 515±28 (329)
AE 0±6222 — 0±3778 — 515±31 (330) χ#¯ 0±030, df¯ 1, P" 0±8
CE — 0±5056 0±4944 — 522±13 (330) χ#¯ 6±824, df¯ 1, P! 0±01
E — — 1 — 564±73 (331) χ#¯ 49±45, df¯ 2, P! 0±01

* χ# (df) of the fit of the submodels are obtained by subtracting the fit function (df) of the full, best fitting model within which the submodel
is nested from the fit function (df) of the submodel.

No sampling bias with respect to the means and
variances of the participant–concordant and
participant–discordant pairs was found for any
of the four subscales (Dietary Restraint, χ#¯
5±44 (df¯ 10), P" 0±8; Eating Concern, χ#¯
9±68 (df¯ 10), P" 0±3; Weight Concern, χ#¯
6±94 (df¯ 10), P" 0±7; Shape Concern, χ#¯
12±48 (df¯ 10), P" 0±2).

Twin correlations

The twin correlations of the sample ascertained
for their eating problems were corrected and a
summary of these correlations is presented in
Table 2 for all four subscales. In each case, the
MZ ascertained (corrected), DZ ascertained
(corrected), MZ random and DZ random are
examined separately, in addition to the joint
estimations of the correlations (i.e. when the
ascertained and random groups are constrained
to be the same). Tests of heterogeneity are also
provided, indicating that the correlations be-
tween the twins in the ascertained corrected
group and the randomgroup are not significantly
different.

It can be noted at this stage that the pattern of
twin correlations for the Dietary Restraint,
Eating Concern and Shape Concern subscales is

r
MZ

" 2r
DZ

, therefore suggesting either the ADE
or AE model, whereas the pattern of correlations
for the Weight Concern subscale is r

MZ
! 2r

DZ
,

indicating the presence of either an ACE or CE
model. Resolution of these models will be
achieved by parameterizing the correlations
testing the models against each other.

Genetic and environmental risk factors for the
EDE measures (last month)

The parameterization of the (corrected) corre-
lations for MZ and DZ twins involves investi-
gation of three potential latent sources of
variation in liability to the phenotype: additive
genetic affects (A); common environment (C);
and individual-specific environment (E). Using
the correlation ratios, submodels were tested
against each other using an Mx script that
included the MZ and DZ ascertained and the
MZ and DZ randomly selected samples. The
summary statistics for the parameterization
analyses for the Dietary Restraint, Eating
Concern, Weight Concern and Shape Concern
subscales of the EDE are presented in Table 3.

For three of the four subscales, namely the
Dietary Restraint subscale, Eating Concern
subscale and Weight Concern subscale, the AE
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Table 4. Results from univariate testing of the best fitting models for the four subscales of the EDE,
using the combined random and ascertained groups (95% confidence intervals are given for each
parameter; A¯ additive genetic; C¯ shared environment; and E¯ non-shared environment)

Percentage of Variance

Last Month Ever

Subscale A C E A C E

Dietary Restraint (AE) 32 (12–48) 68 (52–89) 58 (45–67) 42 (33–55)
Eating Concern (AE) 46 (30–58) 54 (42–70) 50 (36–61) 50 (39–64)
Weight Concern (CE) 52 (43–64) 48 (39–60) 45 (34–57) 55 (45–67)
Shape Concern (AE) 62 (50–71) 38 (29–50) 51 (36–62) 49 (38–64)

and CE models do not differ significantly from
the best-fitting full model. At this stage, we have
insufficient power to choose between these two
models. It can be noted that, in line with the
twin correlations discussed earlier, the Weight
Concern subscale appears to be different from
all the other subscales, in that causes of
individual variance are most likely to be due to
environmental influences alone (a CE model),
with 52% of the variance being due to shared
environment and 48% of the variance being due
to the non-shared environment. For Shape
Concern, however, univariate analysis indicates
that only one model does not differ significantly
from the best fitting model and that is the AE
model (χ#¯ 0±03, df¯ 1, P" 0±8), with additive
genetic influences accounting for 62% of the
variance and unique environmental influences
accounting for the majority of the variance at
38%.

Comparison of ‘ in the past month’ and ‘ever ’
subscale measures

The same procedures were carried out with each
of the ‘ever ’ measures. Essentially, the same
results were found with these measures, with the
exception that only model testing of the Weight
Concern subscale offers insufficient power to
choose between the two best fitting models (CE
or AE). The best fitting models, that is those
models with the lowest chi-square value, for the
four subscales measuring the functioning over
the last month and the four subscales measuring
‘ever ’ are summarized in Table 4.

In the case of the Dietary Restraint subscale,
the proportions of variance are actually quite
different between the functioning over the last
month and ‘ever ’, as can be seen by the lack of
overlap in the 95% confidence intervals, which

may indicate a decrease of genetic influence on
dieting behaviour over time. The interpretation,
however, is uncertain, due to the lack of power
to select a best-fitting model for functioning
over the previous month. The three remaining
subscales have roughly equivalent proportions
of variance between the last month’s functioning
and ‘ever ’, indicating the temporal stability of
the liability to disordered eating and the
associated attitudes.

DISCUSSION

This study has examined the four subscale
measures of the EDE in order to investigate the
genetic and environmental causes of individual
variation in attitudes that predispose women
toward disordered eating. These four subscales
represent measures of Dietary Restraint, Eating
Concern, Weight Concern and Shape Concern,
and each was examined in terms of functioning
both over the month prior to interview and
‘ever ’. In the case of all the subscales, a large
degree of variance was contributed by environ-
mental influences, thus indicating some potential
role for environmental manipulations to change
the prevalence of disordered eating.

The Dietary Restraint subscale is a
behavioural index of restrained eating, that is
eating aimed at reducing weight. The overall
best fitting model for both measures (last month
and ‘ever ’) is the AE model, with the majority of
variance accounted for by non-shared environ-
mental influences at 52–89% and 33–55%
respectively. The comparison of these two
estimates suggest that the vulnerability to dietary
restriction is moderately stable over time but
that environmental influences become more
important as women get older. This may simply
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suggest that factors such as chronic health
problems (e.g. type II diabetes) and natural
weight gain with age may become greater issues
for women as they grow older.

The Eating Concern subscale measures the
concern surrounding eating and food. The
overall best-fitting model for both measures is
the AE model, with the majority of variance
accounted for by non-shared environmental
influences. In the case of the last month measure,
this is estimated between 42–70%, and for the
‘ever ’ measure 39–64%. The vulnerability to
discomfort experienced by women about eating
publicly appears to remain remarkably stable
over time.

Turning now to the Weight Concern and
Shape Concern scales, which represent the core
psychopathology of bulimia nervosa. The
Weight Concern subscale measures the degree of
concern associated with weight, and a central
concept of this subscale is the degree to which
women equate their weight with their self-worth.
Along with shape concern, it is the presence of a
high degree of weight concern that acts as a
trigger to the development of disordered eating.
Taking into account the results from both the
previous month and ‘ever ’ analyses, the model
most likely to account for individual variation is
the CE model, with about 50% of the variance
accounted for by each type of environmental
influence. In contrast, the best fitting model for
the Shape Concern subscale is the AE model,
with the majority of variance accounted for by
additive genetic influences (50–71% for the
measure from the previous month and 36–62%
for the ‘ever ’ measure).

In summary, genetic analyses of three of the
subscales of the EDE indicate that the model
best explaining the individual variance in Dietary
Restraint, Eating Concern and Shape Concern
is one that incorporates additive genetic
influences and non-shared environmental
influences. The finding with regard to individual
variation in the Weight Concern subscale
measure is different. Univariate analyses of the
previous month’s functioning and ‘ever ’ suggest
that the individual variation is best explained
(while not ruling out the AE model) by
environmental influences only, both shared and
non-shared. This finding may go some way to
explaining the conflicting results from previous
twin studies (Kendler et al. 1991; 1995b). The

influence of shared environment does indeed
seem to be affecting some, but not all, aspects of
disordered eating. This finding clearly indicates
that future studies of the genetic and environ-
mental risk factors for bulimia nervosa should
use a multifaceted measure of this disorder, and
one that permits delineation of the overvalued
ideas associated with bulimia nervosa.

These results do, however, beg the question of
why the two measures of the overvalued ideas
associated with disordered eating have different
aetiological influences. While the Weight Con-
cern and Shape Concern subscales do contain
one similar item (i.e. how important is your
weight}shape in influencing the way you feel
about yourself as a person?), they do also give
different information, with the Shape Concern
subscale containing more items and focusing
particularly on matters relating to appearance
(e.g. in bathers, without any clothes). In contrast,
the Weight Concern subscale deals only with
matters relating to weight, a number on the
scales and personal satisfaction with that num-
ber. In the end, it may be that weight is a much
more concrete indicator of personal acceptability
in that it can be assessed by a single, specific
number (i.e. in kilograms), and may appeal to
those women who are dichotomous and perfect-
ionistic thinkers, traits which have been highly
associated with eating disorders (Bastiano et al.
1995).

In summary, all four measures together,
whether measuring the functioning over the last
month or ‘ever ’, suggest a role of the en-
vironment for shaping attitudes that predispose
women to developing eating problems, as they
account for 38% to 100% of the variance. It
could be that one environmental influence these
attitudes have in common is that provided by
the general sociocultural mileu in Western
society, which associates the weight and shape
of women with desirable personality charac-
teristics and indicators of self-worth (Stice,
1994). Postulated transmitters of these pressures
are family, peers and the media. These socio-
cultural ideals are thought to interact with stable
individual characteristics, such as perfectionism,
asceticism and difficulties in affect regulation, to
produce the overvalued ideas (Vitousek, 1996).
It was beyond the scope of this study to identify
particular environmental variables which
influence disordered eating, but further research
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should particularly seek to identify those vari-
ables that contribute to the development of the
overvalued ideas, which in turn are so central to
the development of bulimia nervosa.
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